The authors should be congratulated on exploring an important topic that has not been extensively investigated in human HFpEF. Although young and able to perform maximal treadmill VO 2 , the patients with HFpEF in this study were morbidly obese and predominantly women, and had multiple comorbidities. The cardinal manifestation of HFpEF is exercise intolerance, and treadmill CPX testing represents the quantitative gold standard to assess this issue. The CPX tests in this study were carefully conducted, and despite objectively determined maximum effort patients with HFpEF were substantially limited below predicted VO 2 . Accordingly, although likely early in the disease course, this HFpEF cohort is reasonably representative of clinical practice. The murine feeding studies were also well described and carefully conducted. Although not conducted in an experimental model of HFpEF per se, the observations support the concepts that UFA intake can modify body weight, despite similar calorie intake, and that both SFA and sugar intake can adversely affect cardiac function.
tions, and the prevalence is growing as associated comorbidities become more common (1).
One of the strongest population-attributable risk factors for incident HFpEF is obesity (2), and weight loss has been proposed as an effective treatment and preventive strategy for HFpEF. Thus far, studies have focused on weight loss through surgery (3) or caloric restriction (4), both of which appear to benefit patients with HFpEF. Comparatively little attention has been paid to whether specific dietary components may also affect the HFpEF syndrome. Given that humans with HFpEF (5) and proposed HFpEF animal models (6) have significant metabolic dysfunction, this seems highly likely. Science author instructions page. 
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tremendously from day to day and the best way to capture long-term intake is by collecting multiple 24-h recalls or by using a food frequency questionnaire (8) . Using a single 24-h recall to estimate habitual nutrient intake carries the risk of introducing both systematic and random errors of assessment (9) .
Regardless of that limitation, the authors still observed statistically significant associations in the hypothesized direction. Because of measurement error and the small sample size, the associations could be highly attenuated. The possibility exists that the true effects of UFA and excess sugar consumption are larger than seen in this study.
It is important to note that UFAs include mono- 
